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In ooqq'Airn with &e Offioe of ltrernatirmal Cooper*lm md Exchanges at SWU, the Office of

Immirnal Reldigps of BRU will try to introduce and urmgg activities relaring to English language,

litermre, cutfirc md u/riting for the b€nefit of interestod students and scholars of SWU.

4) Trexfcr of tr(towlcdge

SWU md BRU agee to rctively encourage the exchange of expertise, academics, writers, publications

md information with regards to agfed areas of study whenever it is feasible to do so.

5) Reseerch Assistence

BRU and SWU shall assist one another in the research and publication of original, adapted or translated

work that are both relevant and suitable for local and international markets.

Q Culturel Pnogrammes

SWU and BRU shall assist one another in the organiz.ing of cultural programmes such as exhibitions,

ry.mposiums and visits when it is considered mutually beneficial to do so.

7) Joint Study Committee

Both BRU and SWU agree to set up ajoint committee to study, implement and report onthe scope and

field of cooperation between the two universities.

In order to promote co-operation and understanding between SWU and BRU the two institutions agree

as follows:

o Both institutions will encourage direct contact and cooperation between their faculty and

administrative staff, departments and research institutions, with the emphasis being on a

predetermined field of studY.

o BRU and SWU shall negotiate with each other all procedures and every activity planned orto be

carried out under this memorandum of understanding.

o All negotiations regarding work, duration of programme, and activities must meet mutual agreement

between SWU and BRU before the programme begins.

o Both parties rmderstand that atl financial arrangements will have to be negotiated, must meet mutual

agreement and will depend on the availability of funds.

o Under no circumstances shall this agreement create any liabilities between SWU and BRU and shall

be deemed as an expression of their intention and desire to cooperate towards the fulfillment of their

respective functions.

. This agreement may have, from time to time, annexations attached to it with regards to specific

projects.


